
Dear Student, 

 

Greetings from the Mathematics faculty of IGNOU! 

 

You are receiving this mail because you have registered for Mathematics courses in the BSCG/BAG 

programme in the July 2019 session or January 2020 session. To provide online support to you we 

have created a web page here: 

 

https://sites.google.com/ignou.ac.in/bscgmath/home 

 

We have uploaded the course material, in English and Hindi, as well as the assignments for the 

courses BMTC-131 and BMTC-132.  We have also provided links to videos and other useful web 

resources:  Here are some important links: 

1. You can find the answers to some of the frequently answers questions regarding assignments 

and the examination system in IGNOU here:  

https://sites.google.com/ignou.ac.in/bscgmath/frequently-asked-questions 

2. You can find the Programme guide for the BSCG programme here:  

https://sites.google.com/ignou.ac.in/bscgmath/downloads 

The programme guide contains complete information about the courses and all other 

administrative and academic matters. 

3. You can find the announcements regarding the conduct of Interactive Radio counselling 

(IRC) sessions and Teleconferencing sessions here:  

https://sites.google.com/ignou.ac.in/bscgmath/home/announcements 

4. You can also find links to the discussion forum here:  

https://sites.google.com/ignou.ac.in/bscgmath/discussion-forum 

The aim of this forum is to provide information as well as guidance in studying the course 

material.   

 

5. We are also planning web counselling sessions. We will announce the dates and 
time in the discussion forum, in the page for web counselling as well as the 
announcement page as soon as we finalise the sessions. The link to the page on 
web counselling is: 

https://sites.google.com/ignou.ac.in/bscgmath/web-counselling 
 
We strongly advise you to join the discussion forum.  This will help you to keep in touch 
with other students and the IGNOU Mathematics faculty.  You can unsubscribe from the 
group any time you like. Please send us your enrolment number and your Date of Birth so 
that we can authenticate that you are a bonafide IGNOU student. You can also post a 
joining request with your enrolment number, your gmail address and the date of birth in the 
discussion forum. Note that, to join the discussion forum, you need a gmail account. 
 
Once you join the forum you can join the discussions by sending mail to 

bscg-maths@ignou.ac.in 
or you can post messages through the discussion forum in the bscg, Mathematics page.  
Please note the hyphen in the gmail address of the discussion forum. 
Looking forward to interacting with you through the discussion forum. 
All the best! 
 
Mathematics Faculty 
School of Sciences 
IGNOU 
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